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ghazal
kevin dong
I never know what to do with my hands.
Pant pockets are the halfway mark of bodies.
Melons reach their peak in mid-July
when their seeds are stiff and can’t be split.
We drive highways far and fast, watch
hours prove how lines can lead to nowhere.
At high noon, even concrete glistens.
Silver sliced and cut to squares.
This life is framed by sleep that’s unremembered.
Bookends hold the words, but stories lose themselves
from start to end.
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untitled
cathryn jijon
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hampshire!
jake elkin
To place the horn where the head
teethes into,
one must know one’s own
saturate,
one to break one’s own weight.
To interject the immobile,
to force cause out
the shattering pane,
to breach the crash-zone as
it rewinds.
Pressing up
at the pouring down, cast din
at the sounding out.
Outside, however, silence leathers
the fulminate, glares, branches.
Bag the core from its diffusion:
let ferment,
let abridge.
Bleach creeps this parallel,
scrubs the patchwork clean.
Steam rides towards the jetty,
exits the hemorrhage
point. Clouds fog
the terrarium as traces laugh,
diastatic. Were to hocket
this friction, blanching out
the storm-brought veil, or tighten
to crop the outcrop out:
all converts, the one-way diaphane
suspends.
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karaibrahim
clancy taylor
to begin the earth was bare but for the yelping of the beasts of land and sky and the
wriggling of the fishes of the sea and the howling of the mouth of godhead and so the
all-highest hammered from the muck a man and woman in form that pleased him but
woman would not serve and so was cast into the hungry desert and once again formed
from the innards of man and so man and woman lived among the fruits of the earth the
one had made feeding on them freely beginning the process of naming preordained by
the peace moving through around in speaking tongues and cavorting and so it went until
the creations of the firm allowed themselves astray into inside temptation and darkness
and so the sublime cast them from the garden into the bonestrewn wastes surrounding
endlessly covering all paths and unleashed upon them untold suffering the butchering
of the word the pain of heave and toil and unto woman by man was born a son first one
and then another and these all four of them together now began to work the land with
hand and fist as the most merciful would no longer shower his treacherous children
with his gifts and of these sons the first of them was shepherd tending to the beasts
of the earth that would be tended and drawing from them fur and milk and flesh for
the sustenance of the people and the second of these was farmer hewing from the raw
thirsty earth wheat and fruit and innumerable good things and though the almighty
had abandoned the people for their insolence they had not abandoned the endless for
these sons offered the creator sacrifices of their product heaping flesh and germ upon
their separate funeral pyres and this they did on the seventh day the day of rest the day
of worship and this they did for several years and the firstborn did notice that although
firstborn his brothers offerings of green and beige burned brighter more pleasing to the
eye of godhead than his of red and white and he grew bitter and hateful black rage
bubbling under his eyes for years still until on the golden sunday of his namemonth
he hefted a rock great and black and sharp forged of glass from when the earth was
hot and new and crashed it down on his brother’s skull many times until all was shards
and dough and the red the eye of godhead had spurned the red of his offering the red
of him it was unworthy for his brother to have this gift and so the firstborn brought it
into him inside of him all of it and when finished fell struck to the ground flush with
power innerskull pulsing manhood throbbing spilling his seed across his chest and so
he lay for hours until the sun squat crimson on the horizon and now he rose as his
head ached and his mind raced and he looked towards the stone used to slay the lastborn deadborn and saw it shattered and looked to the sputtering ruins of the lastborn’s
fire and saw still a shaft of wood pure and straight and so he took these remnants and
lashed them together with the lastborn’s stringy innards and strode out into the wastes
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subjectivity
danielle doerr
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they are they will be they
alexa daugherty
sun each day. seen when not under boycott. somedays Sun, sometimes when boycott due
to texts (baudrillard one parameterized day, A Drear) brought A Text. both texts blurred;
with l.a.c.k. or ANALYSIS. Literally A text, but still, better than bleary screen images.
still, Now, just an image? Then, changeable. A Text followed A Text minus texts (l o t s o f
t
e
				x
t
s) [=insert2excelsheet: syllabi, dictee, dictées, poe, bazin, augustine, marx (at That Place
never Marx), STEP 1: 5°C, 30 seconds, STEP 2: 8°C, 30 seconds, STEP 5: 8°C, 60 seconds. lots of seconds. lack of Seconds, STEPS stumble to steps, but not too hot] Now, T/
text on screen = The Text on that screen.
…though, not just plastic flux.
but recalls lying in the grass via embraces. recalls lying in The Hot°C Grass via Embrace.
records lying in the scratched grass, too, maybe. playing, in the grass, kids & records.
never Kids, no. it was Embrace.
(-s)
records, though
(+s)
make for less now. listening now impossible, but sometimes Listening. no Texts no texts
just Listening. grass, if her t-values intersect with the plain’s. of course, t values INtersected between tEXtS.
sloped slopes, slope her, some. One never. Never?
not yet Net: more () than 0, but mostly ( …
for empty, they drank.
Empty, They’re drunk.
…. she drinks.
They might, too.
only Clarity: A$AP not a sap. for now. so that now can be a slight Now. maybe Now
but never ….never). Just d(now,Now) = time ‘til
They
Insert2excelsheetwitheverythingelse=
They
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untitled
anna newport
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a “broadly sympathetic” consideration of taipei
jackson roth
In June, Tao Lin published a new book, Taipei. Prior to reading
Taipei, I knew Lin’s name only in connection with a “literature and
the internet” discussion I observe on a forum in a low-key corner of
the Web. While reading Taipei, I could not shake the feeling that I
was reading something “important.” It was important in the sense
of flying home to attend your grandmother’s funeral, an obligation
that’s nausea inducing but, ultimately, cathartic and profoundly
moving.
The world of Taipei is immediately familiar and frightening.
The plot follows the life of a twenty-something writer named Paul,
a slightly fictionalized version of Lin himself, through life in New
York’s literary scene, his book tour, impromptu Vegas marriage to
a fellow writer, Erin, and finally a trip to Taipei to visit his parents. Paul and his cohorts don’t have a lot to say about literature,
or anything really. They email, tweet and post on Facebook. They
take drugs, give readings on drugs, go to bars and parties and do
more drugs, live-blog themselves on drugs, and make movies of
themselves on drugs. It’s a portrait of “life as we actually lead it”
(“we” meaning urban middle-class hipster artists) stripped of the
comforting, humanist narratives we tell about our art and ourselves.
The people of Taipei, and above all our narrator, are simply robots
in the larger social grid of the Internet age. Of all the drugs that
populate the novels pages, Adderall, Klonopin, Xanax, Oxycontin,
LSD, mushrooms, cocaine – MDMA occupies a hallowed place.
That Paul and Erin build their relationship around using MDMA,
the “love drug”, hints at their deep poverty of natural experience.
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Lin’s focus gives him an affinity with the great chroniclers of emptiness.
But, unlike Céline, Kafka or even Ellis, Lin cannot muster horror or revulsion at his condition. Rebellion is futile. He’s arrested by it, doomed to
relate his shallow existence in a sincere, semi-robotic tone. As an object of
art, Taipei is a success. This is not just nihilistic affect for aesthetics’ sake;
Lin seems to have really “gazed into the void.”
Despite this achievement, there is something troubling about Lin in
a broader literary context. Already a controversial fixture of the alt-lit
scene due to his Internet antics, with Taipei, Lin has emerged as a leading
author of his generation. His writing is already being read and imitated
by younger writers. But we cannot escape that, in the undermind of Lin’s
novel, something like the value of literature is being called into question.
Taipei seems to doubt redemption can be achieved in modern life through
engagement with literature or art in general. While these questions and
tensions only enhance Taipei’s value as an art object, I cannot help being
troubled, and, in some moments, even fascinated by the effect this anxiety
might have on wider contemporary literary culture.
Whatever Lin’s ultimate influence will be, I have no doubt it will share
the same strange, idiosyncratic manner of his novels. In the last couple of
months, I found myself catching up with a friend, who writes fiction, over
coffee. He told me that “he had not been writing lately,” and abruptly stopping, sipping his water, and carefully choosing his words before
starting again, said, “I’ve been spending a lot of time on Twitter.” It turns
out Stephen is constructing a poem using tweets. It began as a sonnet, but
gradually expanded, and for the last four months has been Stephen’s sole
literary occupation. The poem has 269 stanzas and 1888 lines. It’s subject: vague, ever changing, but will ultimately be “something important.”
He selects his tweets from a list of 73 people. This “list” is an arbitrary
pool, an actor or two, high school friends, work acquaintances, a “blog
rap” music critic, overweight precocious art students, two driving school
instructors – and Tao Lin. He’s even thinking of dedicating the work, if
it’s ever complete, to him. I imagine Lin would take the honor in stride,
probably with an awkward smile. Maybe he’d even tweet about it.
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glocca morra
chandler james
impatient lossless seedies
translate unending code
from zero to brainwave
and reverberate a body
to the max!
Aghast at the slightest
indistinct sound
a roving axiom claws
and spins in
indiscreet movements,
clockwise like the sun.
Melodies smoke
like a pointed gun.
intrepid earthlings cull
cufflinks from the older men
while poison songs
spin again.
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happenstance
angela zhang
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untitled
juliet eldred
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soy tu ofelia
kelly keough
Nunca seria tu Desdémona porque
Esa pasión tan terrible, admirable,
Nunca vivió en tu pecho.
Soy tu Ofelia.
Me ahogue en silencio
Entre los nenúfares.
Me mataste con tu apatía.
Si, fui yo quien se vistió en esa seda
y esas
Joyas tan pesadas,
Pero fuiste tú
Aunque ni me viste caer del puentecito.
El corriente cortés me llevo
Sin lucha,
Hasta el oriente,
Hasta el fin del mundo mojado,
Mientras mis ojos miraban,
Con reverencia, al cielo.
Me viste ondulando
Entre cañas y peces dorados,
Mis brazos extendidos,
Pesados, tontos en su estado de
muerte.
“Que lastima,” decían durante esa
liturgia acuática
Con todos los sabores de lamento
en sus labios.
“Pero porque no trataste de nadar?”
Le preguntaron al cadáver precioso
Con una urgencia fútil.

Ni cuarenta mil Laertes
Me podrían salvar de tu remolino
asfixiante, fascinante.
Las flores silvestres, mi pelo suelto,
Ya la ruda venenosa
Eran mis señales de despedida.
Un rostro estancado,
Nunca revela el sufrimiento tranquilo
De haber sido tragada.
A mí me ayuda,
Me ayudar pensar que
A veces extrañas
El calor de mi cuerpo vivo y
El ritmo de mi respiración.
Lo oyes en los susurros del arroyo
Cuando estás solo
En las noches ominosas
Y las mañanas estáticas.
Déjame hundir hasta el fondo negro,
familiar.
Déjame esconder y acostarme en el
barro
Suave y lujoso.
Del barro nací y en barro me convertiré.
Olvídame aquí mientras yo también te
olvido:
Tu olor, tu sombra, tu riza.
Me soltaste sin aviso,
Aunque nunca te lo pedí.
Y mi alma te encargue
Aunque nunca te lo di.
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the 96 year old
with apologies to Alfred, Lord Tennyson
austen smith
He clasps the bed with bloodied hands,
Close to his son, who silent stands,
Ring’d with the azure scrubs, he ‘pans.’
The wrinkled skin beneath him sprawls;
He clenches while his plumbing squalls,
And wonders why he often falls.
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